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Project Description

The City of Russell is requesting $22,421,112 in FY 2022 RAISE Transportation Discretionary
Grant Program under Rural funds for the replacement of streets and sidewalks within the City’s
main corridor.
The proposed project replaces 4.3 miles of road and 8.87 miles of sidewalk on nine different
streets. The nine streets currently consist of brick,
concrete, and asphalt. Bricks are to be removed,
underlayment replaced, the existing bricks relayed down
the middle of the streets and concrete laid in the parking
areas on fourteen blocks of the sixty-two blocks to be
replaced. The remaining forty-eight blocks are to be
replaced with concrete. The project also adds curb
extensions, within the downtown business district, on the
corners from 8th to 3rd Street on Main Street, to increase
pedestrian visibility and add cement cross walks for slip
7th Street
resistance. It also replaces current outdated,
noncompliant, and non-pedestrian friendly stoplights on
Main Street.
This transportation reconstruction plan incorporates
multiple modes of transportation creating access to
businesses, government agencies, schools, medical
services, and parks. Safety is the top priority of this
project. The existing concrete roadways, including the
bricks and the concrete curb and gutter are to be removed
and the concrete crushed and reused as a crushed concrete
base and placed above the compacted subgrade. A new
roadway consisting of full-depth concrete pavement and
concrete curb and gutter will be constructed on top of the
compacted subgrade and crushed concrete base and in the
downtown business district a concrete underlayment will
be laid, and the existing brick relayed on top. The budget
includes 25,279 CY of rock excavation. 103,699 SY of
treated subgrade is planned. The subgrade and base are to
be manipulated, improved, and compacted. After the
subgrade is complete, the roadways are to be reconstructed
with 70,841 SY of full-depth concrete pavement and
19,765 SY of recycled brick pulled up and laid back down
over concrete base. The curb and gutter will be
constructed with 49,570 SY of concrete. The sidewalks
will be constructed with 25,212 SY of concrete. Three
storm sewer outlets are to be replaced also. The city

Sidewalk

9th Street by city power plant
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would like to bid the concrete pavement depth at an 8” depth with an alternate 9” depth if
funding allows. New permanent pavement markings are to be installed at the end.
The city also plans to address underground utility needs through this project by replacing water,
sewer, and electric lines as needed. The city plans to work in conjunction with Kansas Gas and
communication service providers to address these types of underground infrastructure as
necessary.
The plan is to bid out the project into four or five
sections. The roadways are to be constructed half at a
time to ensure access to local businesses and residences.
Many of the streets and sidewalks in the main corridor
are over fifty years old, in disrepair and need replaced.
There is many longitude and transverse cracking in the
concrete and asphalt streets that allow for moisture to
get under the existing pavement creating further failure.
The combination of moisture and repeated freeze-thaw
cycles causes the pavement to crack even further and
creates potholes. Due to high volume of traffic to major
resources and the age of the brick streets, the subgrade
has failed leaving dips and uneven surfaces. The
sidewalks do not connect or are in a non-walkable
condition making it unsafe for pedestrians to walk on
them. Many pedestrians walk in the streets making it
unsafe for themselves and for vehicle operators. The
streets are in a condition that it is not safe to travel at the
normal rate of speed. Due to the condition of the streets
and sidewalks it is dangerous to ride bicycles in the
streets and on the sidewalks.

4th Street

The city has been facing the challenge of decreasing
revenue from ad valorem and sales tax each year making
it difficult to keep up with the demand of replacing
aging infrastructure. The COVID-19 pandemic,
combined with the decline in the oil and agriculture
industries during the pandemic, has created an extremely 5th Street Curb and Gutter
bleak economic outlook for Russell. Oil and agriculture
are the economic drivers to our local economy, and through this expected long-term downturn
and period of high unemployment, it was very difficult to address necessary infrastructure repairs
vital to the sustainability of Russell. Now we are facing huge inflation with continued rise in
prices in which our budget cannot keep up with.
The city has addressed the transportation challenges by developing a Transportation Master Plan
that prioritizes and plans improvements to the City’s infrastructure. Using this plan, the City has
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actively been replacing and repairing streets and sidewalks using funds from the City’s general
fund, special highway fund, capital improvement fund, grants from the Kansas State Department
of Transportation (KDOT) and the Kansas Department of Commerce Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) funds.
In 2017, a committee formed, Make Russell County Great, led by the Russell County Area
Community Foundation to develop a new streetscape for Main Street to revitalize the downtown
area, which is part of the main corridor encompassed within this project, in hopes of new
business creation.
Even with reduced revenues, the City of Russell is committed to investing in infrastructure as
financially able. Within the main corridor project, the city has completed a bridge located on
State Street, reconstructed Lincoln Street from Wichita to 10th Street. The city also replaced 15th
from Fossil to Kansas. In 2022 the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) plans to
replace the sidewalk along State Street by Russell Highschool. This project is within the RAISE
grant area. KDOT is also putting in a crosswalk signal on the corner of State and Fossil. The
RAISE grant would shore up the funding to complete the main corridor area.
Outside of the main corridor project, the city has completed several other projects within the last
few years, including reconstruction of South Highway 281. Grant awards have been received to
complete an extension of Edward Avenue to promote economic growth and development near I70, as well as the extension of a partially completed sidewalk project along South Highway 281
to provide a critical connection for citizens living in those neighborhoods.

Project Location

The City of Russell is in
North Central Kansas on I70 approximately 25 miles
east of the City of Hays
and approximately 60
miles west of the City of
Salina. Russell has
interstate access to
Highway 40, US Hwy 281,
I-70 and rail service
provided by UPRR. The
City of Russell is the
County seat and economic
engine of Russell County,
Kansas. Russell is known
for being the hometown of
the late Senator Bob Dole.
The City of Russell is not
located in an area of
5

persistent poverty, historically disadvantaged community, census designated urbanized area, or
one of the federally designated community development zones. However, the Kansas
Department of Commerce recently certified the City of Russell’s population to be at 54.48%
low-to-moderate income.
To meet the demands of approximately 4,500 residents and several businesses, the city maintains
a combination of concrete, asphalt, and brick local streets with most of them including concrete
curb and gutter with a total length of 287,293.62 feet. The city maintains a modern airport with a
5,500 ft. concrete surfaced and lighted runway, taxiway, and parking apron.
The area economy is primarily agriculture, oil
production, education and health based. Russell
is home to the largest wheat gluten producer in
N. America and ethanol manufacturing facility
that produces ethanol with the lowest carbon
intensity rating in the nation, providing an
environmentally responsible alternative fuel
produced from renewable resources and is
housed in the city’s Industrial Park. Russell
County is one of the leading counties in the production of oil in the State of Kansas. These
industries are highly dependent on the usage of heavy trucks, which take a heavy toll on the
major roadways in town. For the community to thrive and sustain into the future, these roadways
must be reconstructed and downtown needs to be revitalized.
The city owns and operates an electric
generating and distribution system for a
50 square mile area, serving customers
within and outside of city limits. The city
also owns and operates a water and sewer
system. The City’s water supply comes
from surface water from Big Creek and
wells located in the Smokey Hill River
areas. The city has 8 public parks
encompassing 160 acres. Memorial Park
is the largest, offering the municipal golf
course, swimming pool, tennis courts,
frisbee golf course, horseshoe pits, baseball and softball fields, t-ball fields, lighted skateboard
park, 1.1-mile walking trail and a play park.
The project is in the main corridor of the city. The streets being replaced include Wisconsin
from St John to Fossil, Main Street from 9th street to Wichita, Elm from 9th Street to Wichita,
State Street (8th Street) from Lincoln to Culp, 7th street from St. John to Fossil, Maple from 9th
street to Wichita, 9th street from Maple to Elm, 5th street from Maple to Elm, and 4th street from
Maple to Elm.
6

The geospatial data is located in the City’s Master Transportation which is found on the City of
Russell’s website at www.russellcity.org/260/RAISE-Grant-Application.
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Grant Funds, Sources and Uses of all Project Funding

The total cost of the project is estimated at $22,421,112. The city is asking for 100% of the cost
to be paid with the RAISE Grant funds under the Rural Designation. The budget is as follows:
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Merit Criteria
Safety

The City of Russell has undertaken several
initiatives to prepare for the reconstruction of both
streets and sidewalks as a method to address major
safety concerns within our community.
In 2016, the city enlisted the help of Rice Foster
Associates to complete a new Comprehensive
Development Plan for the city. Based on
community input, surveys, meetings, and feedback;
specific goals and tasks were developed as a
planning tool for the future of the community.
Sections of this plan addressed safety concerns,
and specifically tasked the city to develop a plan to
add curb extensions to intersections to reduce
crosswalk length and improve the pedestrian
environment. The plan also addressed the need to
develop complete sidewalks within the community
Sidewalk
as a method to address pedestrian safety. There are
137 households within the city that do not have vehicles and their only means of transportation is
walking or public transportation. Public transportation hours only run Monday through Friday
8:30am to 6:00pm and Saturday 9:00am to 4:00pm.
Through the development of both the Transportation Master Plan and Streetscape Master Plan,
the City of Russell has been able to develop and design plans to address the concerns that are
held as a top priority among community input and stakeholder meetings.
The sidewalks in the main corridor are not ADA compliant, are either uneven, have missing
sections or do not exist. This causes pedestrians to walk in the streets, putting themselves and
drivers at risk. The streets in the main corridor are cracked and uneven, which makes it difficult
for bicyclists to ride on the streets and motorists to travel at the actual speed limit. The
replacement of the streets and sidewalks provides for safe travel for all forms of transportation,
as well as allows for the incorporation ADA compliant sidewalks by providing even uncracked
sidewalks, to address tripping and falls due to the unevenness of the sidewalks.
A majority of the 137 households that have no vehicles live in the main corridor of the city.
Students from these households must walk to school every day. The sidewalks in this corridor
are so poor that these children either walk in the street or through yards. When the weather is
rainy or snowy, these children walk through the mud or snow in the yards to get to school
leaving them with wet and muddy shoes all day long.
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The major issue with the current sidewalks is that the sidewalks are heaving due to the age of the
sidewalks and tree roots that have grown up underneath, there are sections missing and they do
not have ADA compliant curb cuts. This makes the panels different elevations causing tripping
hazards, and difficult for handicap people and people with strollers to access the sidewalks.
Several citizens have complained to the city about tripping and hurting themselves on the
sidewalks due to the unevenness of them.
The streets on Main from 9th to 3rd, which are in the business district, are sixty-eight feet across.
The proposed plan widens the sidewalks one foot on each side and adds curb extensions at each
intersection. Adding curb extensions to the corners creates a shorter safer distance for pedestrians
to cross the streets creating a safer passageway. Many students from Bickerdyke Elementary
School and Ruppenthal Middle School walk down or across Main Street after school. It is very
difficult with the after-school traffic for the school children to cross at the intersections before
the light turns red. Many students stand at the corners for several minutes waiting to cross
because they are afraid of being run over by vehicles.
Adding the curb extensions shortens the distance the
students must cross and makes it a safer environment for
them. The plan also replaces old, outdated stoplights on
the intersections of Wisconsin, 7th, and 8th with the current
standard of cross arms that allow drivers to see the stop
lights more clearly. During city council meetings,
councilmembers have complained about observing
motorists running the stoplights on Main Street. The
stoplights are to be equipped with pedestrian cross walk
signals to allow for pedestrians to cross safely. The plan
also allows for a pedestrian cross walk signal at the corner
of 4th and Main to allow for safe travel of school children
crossing this intersection. This intersection is highly used
by elementary and middle school youth. The cross walks
Main Street Stop Light
are to be constructed with concrete cross sections to make
it slip resistant surface throughout the year to prevent falls.
Since 2013 there have been 116 accidents on the nine streets that are being proposed for
replacement. The average accidents in a 10-year time frame are 11 accidents per year. As you
can see in the table below that since 2017 the accidents have increased each year, except for
Accident Type
Backing
Inattentive Driving
Angled Parking
Parked car turn on main
Ice
Loss of Control
Run of stop light
Yield Sign
Run of Stop sign
No Signage
Bicyclist Vs. Vehicle
Total

2013
1
2
5

2014
2
1
1

1
1

2016
1
1
4

1
1

2
1
13

2015
4
4
3
1

4

14

6

2017
1
4

2018
3
1
8

2
1

1

8

13

2019
2
6
3
3
1
1
1
3
4
24

2020
2
4
3
1

2021
1
9
2

1

2022 Total
2
2
1

1
2

1
11

2
16

6

19
30
34
5
2
6
2
4
6
7
1
116
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2020 which is most likely due to less people on the roads due to COVID. With more people
getting back out in 2021, although there was still limited travel in early 2021, the accidents
started increasing again. Already three months into 2022 and there have been six accidents.
The stoplights on Main are not to current standards. They are difficult to see and often do not
work. Two major non-injury accidents totaling vehicles have occurred because motorists are
unable to see the outdated and non-compliant stoplights that have no cross arms. It has also been

Rendering of the future of what Main Street is to look like after the rebuild. This shows the proposed curb extension with a concrete crossing
for safer access to cross the street.

observed by others that many people run the stoplights because they are not very visible. To
help alleviate this problem the project adds curb extensions to pull out the stop lights and update
them with cross arms. In the winter, the brick streets are extremely slick, and many people fall
crossing the street. The plan proposes to construct concrete crosswalks for safer slip resistant
passage in the winter months. Creating a distinct concrete crosswalk in these areas increases
visibility of the crosswalks for both driver and pedestrian, allowing for an added element of
safety.
In the last eight years there have been 34 accidents from motorists backing out of the parking
stalls around the Main Street Business area. This is the largest cause of accidents. The existing
on-the street parking stalls located along the Main Street area are striped at varying widths and
parking stall angels. Parking stall angles found along this area are as small as 36 degrees. The
variation of stall widths and parking stall angles has raised safety concerns over the lack of
clarity between designated parking and the roadway. The plan updates on-street parking to
include 45-degree angle parking bringing the parking areas to the current standards of parking.
Re-striping the business area to 45-degree parking stalls, replacing the brick with concrete, and
adding curb extensions clearly designates parking areas from the roadway. Refiguring the
parking stalls to current standards allows for precise parking and clearer lines of site between
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parked vehicles, traveling vehicles and pedestrians. Replacing the brick with concrete in the
parking stalls allows for a less slip resistant surface adding a safety element.
Proposed ADA Compliant Angle Parking & Curb Extensions Main St.

(1) ADA Parking
(2) ADA Parking

Bicycle Racks

Due to the roughness of the streets, there have been six accidents of drivers losing control of
their vehicles on the proposed roadways. Two accidents involved injuries. There are several
potholes in the brick streets that when motorists travel at the normal speed limit and hit these
holes it can cause them to lose control of their vehicles. On the brick streets especially, it is
difficult to see these dips. Not only can the roughness cause loss of control it can also cause
severe alignment issues and damaged tires.

Environmental Sustainability

The reconstruction project replaces the cracks and potholes currently present in the streets
creating a smooth surface so that motorists can drive the posted speed limit, therefore creating
less congestion and less travel time, which in turn can reduce vehicle emissions. Upgrading
stoplights has also been incorporated to include sensors which to help mitigate congestion and
wait time for vehicles creating less vehicle emissions.
Repairing and adding sidewalks allows for other modes of transportation. At the current time,
the sidewalks in the main corridor are either in disrepair or do not exist. This makes travel by
foot very difficult. Handicap individuals in wheelchairs are not able to travel down our
sidewalks due to the rough conditions. This project replaces or adds sidewalks throughout the
main corridor giving individuals an alternate mode of travel other than by vehicle. Repair of the
roads also provides a smoother safer surface for bicyclists. Due to the current conditions of the
roads, it is difficult to ride safely in the main corridor. The repair opens a new mode of travel
creating less emissions if people choose to travel in other modes of transportation other than by
vehicle. As citizens take advantage of the new modes, less traffic on the roads can affect the
carbon dioxide emissions. The amount of carbon dioxide emissions from people using
alternative methods of travel is difficult to quantify because the projection of people choosing to
walk instead of driving in a motorized vehicle is unknown, especially since currently it is very
difficult to walk our streets due to the quality of our sidewalks, therefore people choose not to.
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Creating alternative transportation modes and travel time savings can help improve the quality of
air in our community. The quality of air will improve as fewer emissions are produced due to
shorter travel times. By increasing the speed by 10
mph and decreasing the wait time at stoplights by 22
seconds the overall metric tons of CO2 calculates out
to be 338,989 over a 15-year time span after the
project is complete.
An environmental benefit of this project is the
appropriate mitigation of stormwater. The current
infrastructure often leads to flooded streets during
periods of rain. Upon reconstruction of the proposed
streets, all curb/gutters and inlets are to be replaced to Broken inlet and curb and gutter on State Street
help appropriately manage runoff and prevent some
of the issues our community currently faces. A storm water mitigation plan is currently being
developed to address the issues around town. This project recycles the existing concrete by
crushing it and using it as the base.
The construction reuses current materials. The project allows for the current concrete to be
removed and crushed and used for the compacted subgrade below the new surface. All the brick
that is bought up from the streets will be relayed down on the streets that are to remain brick
streets. By recycling the street materials, the cost of the project is less expensive while saving
the natural resources that would have been used if the current materials were not recycled.

Quality of Life

This project creates a friendlier environment, by revitalizing the downtown area. This project
adds and replaces sidewalks in the main corridor of the city to allow for alternative modes of
transportation. It also creates a warm inviting space for citizens and visitors to shop, hang out
and work downtown.
Many of the sidewalks included in this project area are in low-income neighborhoods. Recently,
the Kansas Department of Commerce certified the City of Russell’s population to be 54.48%
low-to-moderate income. According to 2017 U.S Census estimates, there are 2,077 occupied
housing units in Russell with 137 households with no vehicle. With the continuing increase of
low-to-moderate income citizens, it is probable that the number of households without vehicles
has also increased. The major barrier for low to moderate income people is inadequate
alternative modes of transportation. The incorporation of new sidewalks through the main
corridor ensures that citizens, without access to vehicles, have a safe alternative to travel around
our community by either foot or bicycle. This project allows for alternative means of
transportation the low to moderate income individuals within this area to help them battle the
rising fuel costs and high inflation.
Reconstructing sidewalks to meet ADA standards, provides persons with disabilities an
opportunity to utilize multiple modes of transportation. At the present time not all of the
sidwalks allow proper access of disabled individuals, many sidewalks have missing sections or
13

are uneven and the sidewalks lack proper corner cut outs, which makes it difficult or impossible
for these individuals to utilize our sidewalks.
The main corridor connects schools, businesses, healthcare, and parks to neighborhoods. Many
neighborhoods in the main corridor consist of low to moderate income individuals. Through the
reconstruction of the streets and sidewalks in our main corridor, reliable access can be provided
as well as the opportunity for new business recruitment and development to better meet the needs
for our community.
Currently, our main corridor includes multiple businesses, services, and critical destinations for
our citizens. The reconstruction of the main corridor improves access and connectivity through
providing an efficient and reliable means of transportation, as well as increases the availability of
safe and accessible parking options for all citizens.

In conjunction with the street and sidewalk construction, the Make Russell County Great
committee, is working on building a public restroom, playground, splash pad, and a market
square in the downtown area to enhance the availability of services in the downtown area. The
projects combined create an inviting atmosphere for patrons to hang out, shop and eat downtown.
A new park is currently being constructed downtown to attract patrons downtown and is
scheduled to be finished by June of 2022.
Russell Development Inc., a non-profit organization, is currently working on a housing project
that is to turn an old three-story hotel into an apartment complex. If something is not done soon
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with this building it will need to be torn down. The
housing project is downtown right off Main Street
and sits on one of the streets proposed to be
reconstructed in this project. This is a historic
building and the only three-story building in town.
There is a huge housing shortage for young people in
our community. The proposal is to create ten to
twelve units. The revitalization of the downtown area
presents an opportunity for Russell Development to
rent out these apartments due the attraction of a newly
revitalized downtown, giving opportunities to walk
and play downtown.
Constructing new features downtown creates a better
quality of life for the citizens of Russell and
revitalizes a historic area. The hope is to spur
economic development bringing in greater tax dollars
to allow the city to provide the citizens a better
quality of life and provides for additional dollars to
Examples of 2 proposed pocket parks
maintain the roadways. The design creates pocket
parks down Main Street to enhance the feeling of
community downtown. These mini little parks along the sidewalks create a place for gathering
of people to sit and enjoy the amenities of the downtown businesses. It also allows for citizens
who live above the businesses to have a green space to hang out in.
The City of Russell instituted an equal opportunity and discrimination policy within its
purchasing policy. The city also follows the Kansas Act Against Discrimination which requires
contractors hired by the city to follow the discrimination and equal opportunity policies within
the purchasing policy.
During the bidding process the bid packet will contain provision that require the bidders and
subcontractors to look for local help if they need employees to full fill the contract. The city will
take the steps necessary to reach out to DBE and WBE businesses during the bidding process to
allow them a chance to bid on the projects.

Mobility and Community Connectivity

The project design includes creating a walkable environment that the city does not currently
have. The current condition of the sidewalks within the main corridor are poor making it
difficult for pedestrians to walk safely in this area. Many of the sidewalks are uneven, have
sections missing or are overgrown with grass and weeds. There are areas in the main corridor
where sidewalks do not exist and there are very few curb cutouts to allow for ADA accessibility.
This project reconstructs sidewalks that are in poor condition, adds sidewalks where there are
none and creates curb cutouts to allow ADA accessibility onto the city sidewalks. The current
conditions of the main corridor do not allow for convenient access without a motor vehicle. This
15

project creates a new environment of walkability in the downtown area allowing alternative
modes of transportation. The main corridor downtown encompasses a low-income area with
residents that do not have motorized means of transportation. These pedestrians are observed
walking in the streets due to the unsafe nature of the sidewalks.
The current conditions of the streets in the main corridor makes a rough terrain to ride bicycles.
Due to the large cracking in the streets and the potholes, it is difficult to maneuver a bicycle
down the street. Reconstructing the streets creates a smoother surface for cyclists to travel on.
At the current time extreme cyclists might find the terrain a challenging course to tackle making
it an ultimate bicycling experience. However, the everyday person who just wants to get from
point A to point B is not looking for a challenge and wants a smooth and easy ride to bike to
work or play. The current condition caters to the extremist, where the construction of new streets
could cater to the normal traveler giving an opportunity for an alternative mode of travel other
than by vehicle.

Economic Competitiveness and Opportunity

The project decreases transportation costs and provides reliable accessible and efficient
connections to industry, residences, shopping, education, health, and employment opportunities
by rehabilitating the roughness of the streets and sidewalks.
The conditions of the roads selected for reconstruction are so poor that driving the posted speed
limit on these streets are not only dangerous but detrimental to the vehicles causing major
alignment issues. The conditions of the sidewalks are just as bad and give citizens with
disabilities a disadvantage to opportunities in our community due to the sidewalks not being
ADA compliant.
This project improves long-term efficiency and reliability in the movement of both goods and
workers by repairing the existing infrastructure to allow for greater walkability for individuals
who walk to work, as well as providing a safer walking environment. This gives a greater
number of citizens access to employment opportunities they may not have now due to the lack of
walkability in our community.
The new stoplights are to have sensors allowing for shorter wait times decreasing transportation
costs of idling and the smoother roads allows for vehicles to travel at the normal rate of speed.
The shorter wait times and travel times decreases 338,989 tons of CO2 for 15 years after the
project is complete in 2031. The future cost of economic damages that can be avoided by
reducing these emissions over the next 14 years after the project is complete equates out to
$2,268,810 using the recommended values for reducing CO2 in the BCA Guidance. This also a
value to a person’s time of travel. Using the BCA Guidance, the calculated value of saving for
total time traveled, due to shorter weight times and being able to drive 10mph faster on the roads,
is calculated to be $167,398,503 over the next 14 years after the project is completed.
By creating a friendlier environment, roads that are smooth and sidewalks that are walkable,
creates opportunities for citizens to patronize the downtown businesses. With increased traffic
downtown it will help attract new businesses to the area creating an economic boom.
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A new park in the downtown area is currently in the process of being built. The park includes a
public restroom, visitors center, a splash pad and playground equipment that has a little history
of the downtown area incorporated into the design. This park is right off Main Street and placed
around historic museums. This is part of the revitalization of the downtown area proposed in the
project. This park along with the proposed revitalization of the streets and sidewalks and the
proposed market square downtown, is part of the plan to increase tourism to the downtown area
to help businesses attract new customers and to attract new businesses to move into the
downtown area. The market square planned for the downtown area is a space for farmers
markets and special events.
Rural areas struggle with business recruitment and retention, but by meeting the needs of our
infrastructure in our main corridor, we can create a more attractive and competitive environment
to better serve the needs of our rural citizens.
The current condition of infrastructure does not allow for efficient travel, as many freight trucks
can only utilize certain streets. This does not equate to efficiency, as there are other routes that
would serve both the freight industry and businesses more efficiently but cannot be utilized due
to conditions of current infrastructure.

State of Good Repair

Due to the vast need for roadway improvements and high importance to identify roadway
priorities, in the fall of 2016 the City of Russell hired Bartlett & West to investigate the City’s
roadways and develop a Transportation Master Plan, which can be found on the City of Russell’s
website at www.russellcity.org/260/RAISE-Grant-Application. The City Council adopted the
plan in spring of 2017. The Transportation Master Plan prioritizes and plans improvements to
the City’s transportation infrastructure. Out of that Master Plan this project was created to
replace the deteriorated infrastructure and replace it with multimodal transportation making it
safe for all types of travelers and return the streets and sidewalks to a state of good repair.
Replacing streets and sidewalks lowers maintenance costs and allow for the city to put more into
reserves for future street repairs and replacements.
The study concluded that the concrete streets in the main corridor are over 50 years old and the
brick streets were laid 75 years ago. The main corridor is highly traveled by all types of vehicles
because it is the gateway to the economic engine of our community. The main corridor sees a lot
of heavy truck traffic, because of this, the streets have resulted in failure of the subgrade. Due to
the high volume of traffic and the age of the brick the subgrade underneath has failed leaving
dips and uneven surfaces. The sidewalks in the main corridor are not ADA compliant, are either
uneven, have missing sections or do not exist, making it very difficult to travel by foot or
wheelchair in our community.
The Make Russell County Great Committee hired Bartlett and West to create a downtown
streetscape to modernize the downtown area. The streetscape downtown was last updated in the
1990’s which did not include updating sidewalks and streets, it only included landscaping. The
committee not only wants to focus on the landscape but also the design of the streets and
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sidewalks to modernize the area and repair the streets and sidewalks for better and safer
transportation downtown.
The city’s street department attempts to keep up with the maintenance of the existing roadways
by sealing cracks and patching potholes; however, the sections of roadways in this project have
deteriorated to a point where they need rebuilt, so the city can continue to maintain them. The
crews attempt to fix the potholes in the brick streets by removing the small section of bricks and
putting sand underneath and relaying the bricks on top. This only temporarily fixes the issue as
vehicles drive over the bricks they again start to sink in the sand. The concrete underlayment
underneath the bricks is over eighty years old and has broken down throughout the years creating
the need for a new underlayment to smooth out the brick roads. Improvements need to be made
soon. The condition of the roadways continues to worsen, and the result of this is further
damage to the subgrade. The existing concrete roadways continue to break down and crack
which allows water to soak into the road base. This causes the soil to be less stable. When
constant traffic moves over the unstable areas, it creates pothole areas that capture more water
leading to even worse driving conditions. If the reconstruction is not done soon, even more base
will need to be removed which increases the project costs. If nothing is done roads may have to
be closed due to the dangerous rough conditions.
This transportation reconstruction plan incorporates multiple modes of transportation creating
access to businesses, government agencies, schools, medical services, and parks. Safety is the
top priority of this project. By reconstructing the streets and sidewalks in the main corridor, it
allows for safer, faster, and more reliant travel within the major hub of the city.
Each year the city budgets approximately $515,000 for repairs and maintenance of its streets and
sidewalks. The funds used for the repairs and maintenance come from ad valorem taxes,
highway fuel tax and sales tax. For the last five years the city has spent on average $1,309,629
on repairs and maintenance and reconstruction of its streets and sidewalks. Prioritizing street
and sidewalk replacement along with help from grants, the city was able to repair and reconstruct
more streets and sidewalks than budgeted. Replacing the streets and sidewalks within the main
corridor will decrease yearly repairs and maintenance allowing for more transfers to capital
improvement to set aside money to allow complete self-pay for future replacement of streets and
sidewalks.
The total cost of repairs is just under half of the cost of the total project at $22,421,112. The
repairs do not fix the underlayment issues and continually worsens as time goes on and future
costs of replacement will increase. Concrete has a 30-year life span with minimal maintenance
costs. Therefore, concrete was chosen over asphalt to keep costs of repairs and maintenance
down.
Street projects are budgeted in the ten-year capital improvement plan which is updated every
year and approved by council and funded through the Capital Improvement Fund by sales tax
and ad valorem tax transferred from the General Fund each year. The city carries enough cash
on hand to pay upfront for the capital improvements being proposed for reimbursement. The
ten-year capital improvement plan is produced from the city’s asset management plan that lists
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all assets owned by the city. Streets and sidewalks are included in this plan. The data for the
streets and sidewalks came from the Master Transportation Plan. The asset management plan
lists all the streets and sidewalks and their age, condition and an estimate of the replacement year
and cost. This management plan was recently implemented due to our poor infrastructure. The
asset management is constantly monitored for changes, streets and sidewalks needing replaced in
the next ten years are moved over to the capital improvement plan. The asset management plan
was set up so that the city can effectively plan for repairs and replacement of assets and
eventually be able to self-pay for all assets with very little debt.
The city also has a sidewalk replacement cost sharing program. The program consists of sharing
the cost of the repair of existing sidewalks with property owners. This helps cut costs down for
the property owners while helping maintain the walkability of our community. However, this
plan does not allow for new sidewalks where there are none and the project area is in a lowincome area where citizens would not be able to afford their share.

Partnership and Collaboration

The path to future sustainability is a community wide effort.
Through several collaborations, the City of Russell is continually
working with various entities and organizations to find
innovative methods to revitalize our city. The Russell County
Area Community Foundation also worked on a strategic-doing
project which incorporated a committee to put together a plan to
revitalize downtown and recruit new retail business to the area.
Through several avenues of community input, it has been
repeatedly expressed as very important to our community that all
Main Street revitalization projects include keeping the existing
street material of brick on Main Street from 9th to 3rd and 1
block east and west from Maple to Kansas, to keep the current
historical value and appearance of downtown Russell.

Public Forum to discuss project

A comprehensive plan, adopted by City Council, included many
stakeholders. This plan took months of work, collaboration with citizens and businesses to
address the needs of the community. It was noted in the plan that streets were in terrible shape
and needed replaced.
During the revitalization plan process the City of Russell held several public forums to obtain
input from citizens, business owners, nonprofits, and other governmental entities. City staff
visited the local Rotary club, the Historical Society and Kiwanis club, to inform and obtain
support from community leaders for this project. Suggestions from all forums and club meetings
were discussed and the viable suggestions were incorporated into the plan.
The City obtained letters of support from State and Federal legislators along with governmental
entities and non-profit groups and industry.
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The project is based on revitalizing the main corridor to attract new business to the downtown
area. While the streets and sidewalks are reconstructed new underground electrical, waterlines
and sewer lines will be replaced or added where necessary to avoid tearing up the streets later on.
Local partners are listed below:
City of Russell
Grant recipient
http://www.russellcity.org
USD 407
Operates Simpson Elementary, Bickerdyke Elementary and Ruppenthal Middle School, and
Russell High School. Roads being replaced that run by these schools are State, 5th, 4th, Maple,
and Elm along with sidewalks.
http://www.usd407.org
Russell Main Street Inc.
Russell Main Street Inc. is an organization that supports local businesses on Main Street. The
organization is actively involved in revitalization of Main Street.
http://www.russellmainstreet.com
Russell County Economic Development
Russell County Economic Development is an organization that promotes Russell County. The
organization is actively involved in supporting local businesses and recruiting new business and
industry within the County.
http://www.russellcoks.org
Make Russell County Great
This is a committee formed of major stakeholders to revitalize the main corridor of the city.

Innovation
Innovative Technologies
The plan includes updating the outdated traffic signals. The traffic signals proposed are a new
innovative signal with video vehicle recognition that are coordinated with each other so that
traffic can completely pass through all three stoplights without stopping. By coordinating the
signals and utilizing video vehicle detection travel time is decreased offering fuel savings for
drivers and reducing vehicle emissions to the environment. The traffic signals are to be equipped
with crossing technologies.
Innovative Project Delivery
In 2018 the City of Russell started the process of creating a capital asset management program.
The program is an ongoing process of updating capital assets and their life expectancy each year.
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The program was put into place to identify each year the assets that need to be replaced and to be
able to plan for the expenditure. The goal of the plan is to be able to self-pay for each project.
The City of Russell hired Buried Past to complete a Cultural Resources Survey, to speed up the
environmental review process. The Cultural Resources Survey was distributed to the Osage
Indian Nation and will be distributed to any other tribes that may request the survey during the
environmental review process. The City of Russell City Council has approved an agreement with
Northwest Kansas Planning and Development Commission to administer the environment
review, contingent upon grant receipt.
Innovative Financing
On July 17, 2018, the council passed a new resolution to dedicate ten percent of sales tax
received to street and sidewalk projects. Due to the increasing deterioration of the streets within
the city, it was important to the council that a specific amount of sales tax transferred into the
capital improvement fund be dedicated to street and sidewalk repairs. The resolution can be
found on our website at www.russellcity.org/260/RAISE-Grant-Application.
The City budgets repairs and maintenance in the general fund for all roads which is mainly
funded by ad valorem taxes. The City also has a highway fund that is used to pay for street
repairs. Russell receives gas tax from the State each year averaging $120,000 to maintain all
roads. This is not enough to replace roads – only to repair them. When roads become
unrepairable and need replacement, funds are taken out of the capital improvement fund which is
funded through sales tax. By dedicating a portion of the sales tax distributed into the capital
improvement fund the city is preparing for future replacement of roads.
The City is also created a new economic development policy to attract new businesses which
includes the use of tax increment financing for infrastructure to offset costs of new capital
projects.

Project Readiness
Environmental Risk
Project Schedule
The project design is slated to start in January of 2023. A contract for the environmental review
has been signed. As soon as the award is announced Northwest Kansas Planning and
Development will start the environmental review process. The project will be bid out in sections
a week at a time starting in March of 2025 until the entire project has completely been bid out.
The construction will start in June of 2025 and be completed no later than July 2031. A timeline
is presented below:
Submittal of RAISE Grant Application .........................................................April 2022
RAISE Funds Announcement ........................................................................August 2022
Begin Environmental Review ........................................................................September 2022
Begin Project Design .....................................................................................January 2023
Complete Environmental Review ..................................................................January 2023
Review of Project Design and Plans by the City ...........................................January 2025
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Advertisement of Project ...............................................................................February 2025
Start of Opening of Bids ................................................................................March 2025
End of Opening of Bids .................................................................................April 2025
Award Contracts ............................................................................................May 2025
Begin Construction ........................................................................................June 2025
Construction Completion ...............................................................................July 2031
Required Approvals
All work is to be done on existing roadways and sidewalks constructed in existing rights-of-way,
so there is no need to acquire any additional right-of-way easements. The project replaces
existing city streets and does not expand or consume any other land uses. The roadway size is
not to be increased.
The City of Russell possesses the legal authority to make a grant submission and to execute a
RAISE Transportation Discretionary Grant.
The NEPA process is scheduled to take place right after the grant has been awarded. Based on
the review of the project scope and limits, the proposed project does not involve the need for
additional right of way and therefore meets the criteria for a Categorical Exclusion (CE), and no
unusual circumstances have been identified that would alter this finding. Therefore, the NEPA
process should not interfere with the project’s ability to meet the September 30, 2026, deadline
for obligating the grant funds.
A Cultural Resources Survey was completed by an archeologist and sent to the Osage Indian
Nation to comply with their standards of ground disturbance. The report is available for any
entity to review.
Through the public forums and meetings, it has been determined that most Russell’s citizens and
business owners support this project.
There are no further legislative approvals required to implement this project, however several
Legislators both at the state and federal levels, have pledged their individual support to this
project.
Contact was made with the Region 7 Department of Transportation office to inform them of the
project.

Assessment of Project Risks and Mitigation Strategies

The primary risk to the project is the ability to meet the September 30, 2026, deadline for
obligating the grant funds.
The engineering phase must be completed before the city will be able to obligate funding for the
construction. To mitigate this problem, the city has Bartlett & West on board as the engineers
for the project. The preliminary engineering is set to begin in January of 2023 after the grant
funds are awarded and go out for bid in March of 2025 to obligate funding before the deadline.
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The project will be designed to stay within current right of way limits. This will accelerate the
NEPA process by eliminating the need for an Environmental Assessment or an Environmental
Impact Statement.

Benefit Cost Analysis
Option 1 <Build>
Option 2 <No Build>
Appraisal period (years)
20
20
Capital Costs
$22,421,112
$0
Whole of Life Costs
$22,650,522
$428,768,193
Cost-benefit analysis of monetary costs and benefits at the Public Sector Discount Rate
Present Value of Benefits
$176,691,692
$17,462,510
Present Value of Costs
$17,945,228
$173,022,003
Benefit Cost Ratio
9.85
0.10
Net Present Value
$158,746,464
-$155,559,493

Results of the Benefit Cost Analysis

As shown in the summary table above, the build option has a positive net present value of
$158,746,464 and the no build option has a negative net present value of $155,559,493. The
benefit cost ratio for the build option is 9.85 and the no build option is .10. This makes the build
option a much stronger option.
The assumptions used in the build option were, capital costs of $22,421,112 split between seven
years and repairs for the roads in 2023 and 2024 in the amount of $229,410 before construction
is ready to start. These costs were then converted to present value using a 7% discount rate.
The benefits of the build scenario included the value of travel time savings that totaled
$167,398,504 over a 14-year period starting after construction is complete. Also, another benefit
used was savings of accident costs. The total savings for 14 years assuming no savings until
after the project is complete total $593,131 which was converted to net present value using a 7%
discount rate. The future cost of economic damages that can be avoided by reducing emissions
was computed to be $2,268,810 over a 14-year time frame and discounted by 3%.
The no build assumptions used an average cost of repairs. The total average cost of repairs
amounted to $1,215,184 using a 7% discount rate. Benefits in this scenario included the cost
savings of the construction cost of $22,421,112.
The benefit cost ratio in both scenarios was calculated by taking the present value of benefits and
dividing it by the present value of costs.
After evaluating the different costs through the benefit analysis and the existing condition of the
pavement, the build option is the best option. Concrete has a 30-year life span with minimal
maintenance costs. There will be minimal maintenance for the next 5-10 years. The local
economy will benefit by improved roadways and better access to services. The appearance of
the community will greatly improve. During winter, snow removal will be easier with a smother
surface; especially since most of the roadways in this project are primary snow routes.
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With the no build option, the current street conditions will continue to worsen at an increasing
rate and the future cost of replacement will be more than the current cost of reconstruction now.
Construction costs will continue to increase, plus the longer that roadway improvements are
delayed the worse shape that the subgrade and roadway base will be and will require additional
subgrade reconstruction under the roadway.

Assumptions and Methodology

A baseline of no build was compared to a build scenario. The baseline of no build assumed that
repairs would be made each year using the average cost of repairs from 2017 to 2021 and
dividing that by the total length of all streets to get a price per foot and multiplying that by the
total length of the project. The benefits assumed in the baseline assumption was the cost of not
building the roadways and sidewalks. The cost of the baseline assumption was maintenance
each year and travel time savings, accident savings and emission savings of the build scenario.
The build scenario assumed that repairs would take place in 2023 and 2024 until the project
started in 2025. The cost of the project was split between six years. The first two years, 2023
and 2024, the cost of the design engineering was calculated and then the cost of construction was
split evenly between the next seven years. The build assumption included benefits of time
savings and accident savings.

Analysis Period

For this BCA, a 20-year period was used that starts in the year construction begins. This
represents a period during which the long-term impacts can be confidently forecasted.
The initial costs of construction are applied over the years’ that construction will take place.
Construction is assumed to take up to seven years and start in 2025. Project benefits are assumed
to take place in 2031 when the project has been completed.
It is expected that the service life of major infrastructure elements will exceed the analysis period
and as a conservative measure, a residual value has been calculated based on the service life of
twenty-five years for the surface and forty years for the subbase and base.
All costs and benefits were estimated in year 2020 dollars and are based on the recommended
values provided in the Benefit-Cost Analysis Guidance for Discretionary Grant Programs. A
discount rate of 7 percent was applied to the calculated values to convert future year dollars into
today’s dollars without inflation and 3 percent for CO2 emissions.

Residual Value

The calculation for the residual value to reconstruct the streets and sidewalks assumed that the
preliminary engineering, removal of current pavement, engineering and the traffic signals would
have no value after twenty years. The surface is projected to have a twenty-five-year life. The
subbase and base are projected to have a forty-year life. The residual value of the reconstruction
project at the end of twenty years is projected to be $3,295,394.
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Yearly Cost of Repairs

The BCA compares the baseline scenario to the reconstruction of the streets. The baseline
scenario is simply the repair costs annually. The baseline scenario assumes no maintenance of
sidewalks from the city, except for a possible cost sharing of replacement of existing sidewalks.
The owner of each parcel is ultimately responsible to replace or construct a new sidewalk at their
expense in the city’s right of way.
The cost of repairs every year is an average of the repairs to the streets done in 2017 through
2021 based on a price per foot and total length of the project. The cost of the overlay was
projected by Bartlett & West, the City of Russell’s engineers.
The alternate construction scenario is the total reconstruction of streets and sidewalks including
replacement of 12 stoplights, one pedestrian cross light and adding curb extension to the
downtown district.
The total repairs and maintenance done assuming the baseline scenario using an average price
per year is $1,215,184 and is discounted by 7 percent.

Reduction in Emissions

The reduction of carbon dioxide was considered by the length of time a vehicle was on the road.
The speed limits for the project are no more than 30 mph and emissions do not increase until a
vehicle reaches a speed above 50 mph. Therefore, the assumption was the less time a vehicle
spends on the city’s roads the fewer the carbon dioxides are emitted into the air. Using the
recommended values from the BCA guidance for discretionary grant programs, the social cost of
carbon for a metric ton of carbon dioxide is $63 in 2031 and increases up to $78 in 2044. The
savings was based on a per gallon of gasoline idling rate for the savings by traveling time by10
mph and spending less time on the roads. A second calculation was done based on replacing the
stop lights from an old light that cycled 37 seconds through yellow and red to a stop light with a
sensor to sense vehicles approaching and turning green or staying green to let them pass which
creates less idling time. Calculating on the conservative side, the new estimated wait time, when
traffic is high volume, was determined to be 15 seconds therefore a decrease of 22 seconds was
calculated in the formula. The future costs of economic damages that can be avoided by
reducing emissions is computer to be $2,268,810.
To compute the cost savings, an estimation of the traffic on each of the nine streets was
calculated. The assumption of the traffic for each street varied depending on if there were
industry, businesses, schools, and housing on the streets. The calculation of streets with schools
on them included the number of staff and students per building with each arriving and leaving
school two times a day. 15th Street included the number of semi-trucks coming in and out of the
ethanol-gluten facility. Any blocks with housing had a calculation of 1.3 vehicles per household
leaving two times a day from their home. The figures per household and vehicle came from the
BCA guidance for discretionary grant programs. The major collectors and major business streets
were calculated based on the population of the city. The idling savings of fuel was based on
research from http://www.transportation.anl.gov. All streets in the project see all vehicle types,
and because of that an average gallon per hour idling for all types was calculated. This average
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equaled .59 gallons per hour of idling. The miles per street was divided by a 10-mph savings and
multiplied by the average gallon of idling fuel used per hour and then multiplied by the metric
tons of carbon dioxide that a gallon of gas produces. That figure is the amount of carbon dioxide
produced by idling. To figure the carbon dioxide produced per idling at each stop light, the
average idling fuel use per gallon per second was figured and then multiplied by an average 15
seconds, times three stoplights. Then these figures were multiplied by the calculation of each
vehicle per year multiplied by the dollar figure for the year. It was found that over 15-years,
333,375 tons of CO2 would be avoided form entering the air.

Value of Time Travel Time Savings Calculation

The value of travel time savings calculation was calculated using the recommended hourly value
of travel time savings provided in the Benefit-Cost Analysis Guidance for Discretionary Grant
Programs. The amount used was $17.80 per person per hour for business and private vehicle
travel combined.
The city streets are so deteriorated that vehicles cannot safely travel at the posted speed limit of
30 mph. Being conservative, the assumption used was a safe travel speed of 20-mph which is a
higher speed limit than can be safely traveled on a few streets included in the project. The 10mph savings in dollars is $3.04, which is calculated by dividing 10 minutes by 60 minutes and
multiplying that figure by $17.80.
The assumption of traffic for each street varied depending on if there were industry, businesses,
schools, and housing on the streets. The calculation of streets with schools on them included the
number of staff and students per building with each arriving and leaving school two times a day.
Any blocks with housing had a calculation of 1.3 vehicles per household and 1.67 persons per
vehicle leaving two times a day from their home. The figures per household and vehicle came
from the BCA guidance for discretionary grant programs. The major collectors and major
business streets were calculated on the population of the city.
It is concluded that $167,398,504 will be saved in travel time if the city proceeds with the
construction scenario instead of the baseline scenario. The value of time was discounted at 7
percent. The year of savings started at 2031 when the complete project will be finished.

Motor Vehicle Accidents

Motor vehicle accident data was calculated for the period of January 1, 2013, through March 31,
2022, and then averaged to come up with an accident rate per year. The value of accidents was
calculated using the recommended value from the Benefit-Cost Analysis Guidance for
Discretionary Grant Programs. The only type of accidents that occurred on the streets of the
project was property damage only accidents and minor injury accidents.
Data was computed by the police department for a 10-year time span. The number of accidents
that occurred in each category was averaged over the 10-year time span. The average amount of
accidents then was multiplied by the value recommended in the Benefit-Cost Analysis Guidance.
The accident savings was then discounted at 7%. The total number of savings of accidents if the
project is completed will be $593,131.
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Qualitative Benefits

The benefits that are not able to be shown as a quantitative figure include: safer travel of
pedestrians, alternative modes of transportation for citizens with no vehicles, safer travel for
bicycles, and the cost of maintenance on vehicles due to the road condition.
Constructing new sidewalks will provide safer travel to pedestrians. The baseline scenario
provides no maintenance of sidewalks. It is up to the parcel owners to provide sidewalks in the
city right of way. The City of Russell has a cost sharing program for sidewalk replacement
program for existing sidewalks only. The proposed project area is in a low-income area where
many of the residents cannot afford the cost sharing program, therefore sidewalks either are not
getting replaced nor are new sidewalks being built. The new sidewalks will provide a means of
transportation for the low-income individuals and handicap people who cannot afford other
means of transportation. It will connect them to local businesses, schools, and health care.
The baseline scenario in its current state does not allow for safe travel for all modes of
transportation. The sidewalks are uneven, disconnected or do not exist leaving pedestrians to
walk in the streets. The streets are cracked or uneven which does not allow for safe travel by
bicycle.
Connecting the sidewalks in the main corridor will allow citizens with no vehicles a safe way to
travel to school, employment, recreation, and health care. With the baseline scenario there is no
easy way to travel throughout the main corridor of the city without walking in the streets or
through yards. Children who walk to school have no connecting sidewalks and therefore find
themselves walking in the streets.
Walking has health benefits that are not quantifiable. By connecting the sidewalks throughout
the corridor, it will give citizens an alternative to driving to and from work, school, and other
activities. By walking, citizens will gain a healthier lifestyle that will increase their life
expectancy.
The condition of the streets causes many alignment and maintenance problems for vehicles. This
costs consumers more money for repairs. By doing nothing in the baseline scenario causes
vehicle owners a lot of money.
It is rough travel for bicyclists within the main corridor. The city is not bicycle friendly due to
the condition of the streets. Bicycling is an alternative mode of transportation that focuses on a
healthier lifestyle increasing a longer life. Without safe travel for bicyclists throughout the
streets many citizens do not travel by bicycle.

Conclusion

It is concluded that the benefits to the build scenario far outweigh the benefits of the no build
scenario.
Safety is the number one priority of all our citizens. It is imperative that we protect our children
while they are traveling alone on our streets. Our project addresses the number one priority of
our community. Our project is also environmentally friendly not only by saving on emissions
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but also providing reliable transportation to an industry producing a product that is
environmentally prudent.
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